
Enterprise User Intelligence
DETECT INSIDER THREATS AND ACCELERATE INVESTIGATIONS WITH  
REAL-TIME, ACTIONABLE USER VISIBILITY ACROSS THE WHOLE ENTERPRISE.
Effectively fighting insider threats is impossible without tools that reflect and enable the modern 
organization. Dtex’s Enterprise User Intelligence combines user-focused visibility, machine 
learning, and behavioral insights to give enterprises a high-fidelity, scalable audit trail into user 
behavior – purpose-built to pinpoint insider threats.

Visibility, Intelligence, Analytics, and Answers
Dtex Enterprise User Intelligence combines four important components to  

provide actionable insights about user behavior while enabling your business and employees.

visibility
Dtex records lightweight user behavior metadata, which 
does not include heavy or invasive data like screenshots 
or keylogging and can be anonymized to preserve privacy.

intelligence
Dtex uses advanced behavior models to identify known-
bad threats and advanced risks, like credential theft.

analytics
Machine learning baselines individuals’ normal user 
behavior and alerts on suspicious anomalies or red flags.

answers
Alert stacking, risk scoring, and evolving anomaly 
detection mean that Dtex’s prioritized alerts are highly 
targeted with little noise or false positives. 

How it Works

FIRST HOUR 
Dtex is installed on your 
network or the cloud.

FIRST QUARTER 
The platform gets better at identifying 
anomalies as it learns your user 
baselines.

ONGOING 
Expert Dtex analysts help you with 
ongoing tuning, investigations, and 
alert triage.

FIRST DAY 
Dtex begins baselining and 
identifying high risk user activity.



Get a User Threat Assessment
Ready to try out Dtex in your organization? It is quick and easy to install, and can be detecting 

threats within hours. Contact us to get a User Threat Assessment, which will give you a detailed 
breakdown of the most dangerous risks in your organization. 

Email info@dtexsystems.com, or call us at +1 (408) 418 - 3786. 

2019 Insider Threat Intelligence Report Findings
Dtex has uncovered shocking insider activity in enterprises all over the world. 

95%
security bypass

95% of assessments detected users 
bypassing security via anonymous 
browsing, VPN and TOR usage - an 

increase of 35% over 2018.

risk of data loss and 
personal email use

100% of assessments found high-
risk data transfer via USB or cloud, 

AND employees using personal 
email accounts on corporate 

endpoints.

publicly exposed data
98% of assessments found 

customer proprietary data publicly 
accessible on the web, in a 20% 

increase from 2018.

100% 98%

Dtex Finds Every Type of Insider Threat
Insider threats primarily fall into three very different – but equally harmful – main categories.  

Dtex is designed to detect them all.

MALICIOUS USERS

Internal users that intentionally harm 
the enterprise. 

NEGLIGENT USERS

Internal users that accidentally harm 
the enterprise. 

CREDENTIAL THIEVES

Outside attackers that infiltrate the 
organization.

Creative Data Theft Online File Sharing Unusual Data Aggregation

Obfuscation & Covering Tracks Webmail Privilege Escalation

Bypassing Security Controls Pirated Media & Applications Lateral Movement Tools

Flight Risk Gambling Ransomware


